**Professional step**

The professional step is made of aluminium, has a large top platform, is easy to move, foldable for storage and - thanks to its nearly vertical support part - it can be moved very close to whatever object you are working on.

- Extra large standing platform for a safe foothold (550 x 350 mm)
- Dual function: This folding step has an integrated suspension device for platforms (1.5 – 2.0 m long) for creating a large work platform
- Compact to fold
- Easy and quick to move for back protection
- Due to the nearly vertical support part it is possible to work closely to the object
- Wide and sturdy stabiliser is equipped with slip-resistant foot caps (SafetyCap) and integrated transport castors

---

**Special features:**

- Easy and quick transportable for back protection
- 2 handles for safe ascent and descent
- Extra large platform for a maximum of safety
- Combining two Professional steps with one platform in between will create a large working base

---

**Accessories:**

- Platform set: 2 x Professional step with
  - Platform 1.50 m x 0.60 m Art.-No. 711304
  - Platform 2.00 m x 0.60 m Art.-No. 911018